November 1, 2017

Raptor Inventory Nest Survey of Utah (RINS)
The Raptor Inventory Nest Survey is happy to announce a spring-summer internship with our raptor monitoring project. We are looking for someone interested in monitoring nesting birds of prey (raptors) in various locations of Utah. The candidate will be assigned an area to monitor after receiving training in raptor identification, bird behavior, recording field observations, fieldwork protocol and etiquette, using a GPS, using maps, and using an online data-entry system. RINS offers the successful candidate the training and opportunity to work outdoors while participating in a long-term, science-based project while learning about raptors, understanding the role of predators on prey populations, acquiring knowledge on the various aspects of ecosystems is a key function of this internship. This position is unpaid and open to graduate and undergraduate students. Actual work time is flexible and requires at least two days per month March through July. It is recommended that surveys be performed during certain hours of the day to ensure successful detection of nesting raptors. Please contact Robyn MacDuff at rmacduff@rins.org

Thank you,

Robyn MacDuff

Robyn A. MacDuff, M.Ed
Director
Raptor Inventory Nest Survey